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General Instructions to the Candidate : 
1.  This Question Paper consists of objective and subjective types of     

57 questions. 
2.  This question paper has been sealed by reverse jacket. You have 

to cut on the right side to open the paper at the time of 
commencement of the examination. Check whether all the pages 
of the question paper are intact. 

3. Follow the instructions given against both the objective and 
subjective types of questions. 

4.  Figures in the right hand margin indicate maximum marks. 
5. The maximum time to answer the paper is given at the top of the 

question paper. It includes 15 minutes for reading the question 
paper.
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I. Four choices are given for each of the following questions / 

incomplete statements. Choose the correct answer and 

write the complete answer along with its letter of alphabet.  

  10 × 1 = 10 

1. ‘‘A country is poor because it is poor’’ was said by 

 (A)  Meier  

 (B) Baldwin 

 (C) J. M. Keynes  

 (D) Ragnar Nurkse 

2. The wonder metal used in 20th century is 

 (A) Bronze (B) Mica 

 (C) Aluminium (D) Gold 

3. The petroleum is known as 

 (A) Liquid gold (B) Liquid silver 

 (C) Liquid diamond (D) Liquid platinum 
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4. ‘‘Investment on human development is the most precious 

among all the forms of capital’’ was said by 

 (A) Adam Smith  

 (B) Alfred Marshall 

 (C) Amartya Sen  

 (D) Dadabhai Naoroji 

5. The Permanent Settlement system was introduced by  

 (A) William Bentinck  

 (B) Wellesley 

 (C) Warren Hastings  

 (D) Cornwallis  

6. The last state to introduce the law abolishing the Jagir 

intermediaries is 

 (A) Bihar (B) Madhya Pradesh 

 (C) West Bengal (D) Karnataka 
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7. The old name of State Bank of India is 

 (A) Imperial Bank (B) Indian Bank 

 (C) Bank of Baroda (D) Allahabad Bank 

8. The main objective of Jawahar Rozgar Yojana is 

 (A) Providing irrigation facilities 

 (B) Generation of employment 

 (C) Development of technology 

 (D) Provide good administration 

9. The method used by Suresh Tendulkar to measure 

poverty is 

 (A) per capita consumption expenditure 

 (B) per capita income 

 (C) daily calories intake 

 (D) expenditure on education and health 
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10. Riks Bank was established in 1668 in 

 (A) France (B) Sweden 

 (C) Japan (D) Germany  

II. 11. Match list A with list B and write the answer along 

with its letter of alphabet :   5 × 1 = 5 

 A B 

 a) Northern railway i) Jaipur 

 b) Western railway ii) Hubli 

 c) North-western railway iii) Bhubaneswar 

 d) South-western railway iv) Bilaspur 

 e) East coast railway v) Chennai 

  vi) New Delhi 

  vii) Mumbai 
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III. Answer the following questions in a word or sentence each :  

    15 × 1 = 15 

12. Mention the meaning of foreign exchange.  

13. Who designed Human Development Index ? 

14. What is the main reason for low per capita income in 

India ? 

15. Which is the highest imported item of India ?  

16. What is land usage ? 

17. Write the meaning of ground water. 

18. Mention the meaning of mining. 

19. What is the main objective of comprehensive population 

policy of 1976 ? 

20. What is the influence of development of Information 

technology on Indian foreign trade ? 
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21. Define density of population. 

22. What are land reforms ?  

23. Mention the types of agricultural loans taken by farmers. 

24. The bonded labour has considerably reduced in recent 

days. Why ? 

25. What is poverty line ? 

26. Mention the meaning of foreign trade. 

IV. Answer the following questions in about two to four    

sentences / points each :  24 × 2 = 48 

27. What are the economic characteristics of underdeveloped 

economy ?  

28. There is a gradual increase in human capital in 

developing countries. Why ? 

29. Explain the role of natural resources in the economic 

development of nation.  
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30. Mention the four steps of the growth of India’s 

population. 

31. Name the technological factors which help to increase the 

agricultural production. 

32. List out the non-institutional sources which provide 

agricultural finance in India.  

33. ‘‘Industries were facing many problems when India got 

independence.’’ Give reasons. 

34. Name the institutions started to promote research and 

development in new technology. 

35. Name the four instruments used by the industrial labours 

to put forward their demands. 

36. What are the reasons for poverty in India ?  

37. The road transport in India is suffering from many 

problems. Why ?  
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38. Explain the functions of Board for financial supervision. 

39. Name four training institutions of Reserve Bank of India. 

40. ‘‘The Reserve Bank of India is the government’s bank.’’ 

Justify.  

41. Mention the main reasons for soil erosion. 

42. Mention any four soil conservation measures. 

43. What are the major causes for the decline of death rate in 

India ? 

44. List out the advantages of Green Revolution.  

45. What are the advantages that are available from the 

money lenders ? 

46. What are the important characteristics of new industrial 

policy of 1991 ? 

47. Name the objectives of labour unions. 
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48. Name the economic basic infrastructure.  

49. List out the types of transport system.  

50. Explain the role of communication in economic 

development. 

V. Answer the following questions in about five to six 

sentences / points each :   6 × 3 = 18 

51. What are the effects of population explosion in India ?  

52. Explain the importance of land reforms. 

53. Mention the important functions of National Bank for 

Agriculture and Rural Development.  

54. List out the characteristics of labour. 

55. Explain the main functions of Mahatma Gandhi National 

Rural Employment Guarantee Programme. 

56. Explain the importance of foreign trade. 
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VI. Answer the following question in about eight to ten 

sentences / points :  1 × 4 = 4 

57. Explain the role of industrial development in the 

economic development of the nation. 
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